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Dean Class of 1968 Is Born At Wellesley; New 
Zimmerman replied when asked- recollections, and attitudes. The Number of Applicants Grows Again 
about her new job. experiment also tried to see if cer- The class of 1968 was formed Clough, Director of Admission, the 
of '66 Has 
Aids Research tain groups were more "audience- this week of 499 girls. from 42 number of candidates for admis-
A gradUJlte of Wellesley, she sensitive" than others. states and 7 foreign countries. sion was higher this year, and the 
received her Ph.D. degree from In 1959-60, Miss Zimmerman This figUre is somewhat higher than calibre of 'the al}plicants was also 
Radcliffe and has been a member made a data analysis of political the anticipated 480, but is not a better. Improved secondary school 
of the Wellesley faculty since 1953. attitudes among residents of Re- final one, since some changes may preparation and a decrease in the 
Her special interests are social publican suburbs who had recently occur before September. number of clearly unqualified ap-
psychology and cognition. "emigrated" from Democratic met- The Seven Sister colleges sent plicants meant stiffer competition 
While associated with Wellesley, ropolitan areas. The. results of this out all final acceptances on this year than ever before. 
\ she has also worked as a Research survey we~e published in Public Wednesday, April 22. On the fol- Wellesley has recently joined 
Associate for the design of com- Opinion Quarterly under the title, lowing day the joint statistics on with the other Seven Sisters and 
munication experiments at the ''Republican Switching Am o n g admissions were released for pub- the eight Ivy League men's col-
~ 
Miss. Claire Zimmerman, Associ-
ate Professor of Psychology, will 
serve as Dean of the Class of 1966 
for its junior an·d senior years, 
Miss Margaret Clapp announced 
last week. Miss Teresa Frisch, in-
stead of being Dean of any one 
class, will become Dean of stu-
dents. 
"I'ltllooking forward to it!" Miss 
1"'ree Day Features 
Hoops, Pageantry 
by Ann Kirkley '6"1 
"Odysseus Anew" is this year's 
theme for Wellesley's annual Tree 
Day, to be held at 2:00 p.m. Satur-
day, May 16. 
Actually the festivities begin 
with the Senior hoop-rolling in 
the morning. Dutiful sophomores 
reserving starting places for their 
big sisters will begin appearing 
early before the race soon to be 
followed by the crazily attired 
seniors with caps and gowns tied 
on and pulled up out of the way 
with anything from a safety pin to 
a flag. High-light of the hoop-roll-
ing-how to keep the Harvard man 
disquised in senior robes from 
winning the race? 
P11ocessional and Pagea,nt 
At 2:00 the four classes will file 
onto Severance Hill and form a 
large W to sing tlhe Alma Mater. 
The spectators will be seated below 
looking out over the green when 
the pageant begins. Presided over 
by the Freshman Tree Day Mis-
tress and presenting the Senior 
Tree Day Mistress and her court, 
the whole pageant will have a 
light-hearted tone. The theme, 
taken from the Odssey, will pro-
vide a variety of . dances with the 
idea of a journey. 
Unlike many years, tbe theme 
will enable a story to unfold dif· 
ferent dances rather than a. series 
of dances from a fixed setting. 
With 95 dancers and choreogra-
phing done by Dance Group, there 
will be essentially two settings, 
Penelope's court and those scenes 
revolving around Odysseus' trav-
els to the Lotus Eaters, monsters, 
etc. The music will be varied, but 
will have the central theme from 
the ballet suite· "Sylvia". 
Crew Races and Dance 
Following .the Pageant, tJhere will 
be the race to the freshman tree 
Continued on Page Tnree 
Massachusetts Institute of Techno- New Suburbanites." lication. A total of 12,834 appli- leges in the Co-operative Program 
logy's Center for fu.ternational Stu- Meets Students and Dads cations were received by the seven for Educational Opportunity. The 
dies. In 1958-59 she cooperated During a sabbatical leave in 1962- schools-an increase of 15.5 per organization tries to seek out and 
with researchers from M.I.T. and 63, she was a consultant in social cent over last year. The actual interest talented young people who 
the Harvard Business School in psychology for the State Depart- number of applicants is far fewer might not otherwise have the 
collecting experimental data on ment's Agency for International than this figure, however, since chance to learn about eastern col-
problems of communications. Mo~e Development. Articles based on many girls apply to more than one leges. Wellesley tries to interest 
recently she has done research on her research have also appeared school in the group. A total of students from schools which have 
cognitive mapping and resistance in Journal of Experimental Psy- 4,750 acceptances were mailed out previously had no connection with 
to interference in memory. coology, Journal of Psychology, for the 2,895 places in the com- the college. In the past three years 
RecoUe.ction to Republicanism The Progressive, and American bined freshman classes. 636 girls we have had applications from 720 
One study, published in Public Psychologist. had already been assured admis- schools new to us. 
Opinion Quarterly, April 1956, Members of the Class of 1966 sion under the Early Decision plan. Of the new freshman class, five 
concerned "the effect of an audi- met their new dean at Miss Clapp's Stiffer Competition members will be entering after 
ence on what is remembered." She reception for sophomores and Wellesley received a total of only three years of high school. 
devise d . an experiment to see their Fathers on May 1, and heard 2,264 applications, 14 per cent more Wellesley accepts a limited number 
whether an audience, real or an- her speak on "'llhe First Course in than last year 697 were granted of such highly qualified students 
ticipated, "by influencing. the way Psychology" the following morn- admission, including 130 success- each year who have not graduated 
in which an individual organizes ing, fully Early Decision candidates. from high school but who indicate 
the presentation that he makes to Miss Zimmerman is married to Scholarships were awarded to 119 the ability to handle work at the 
it," would cause him to play a Owen Stratton, Professor of Poli- of the accepted students. college level. 
role and affect his perceptions, tical Science at Wellesley. According to Miss Barbara M. The Early Decision Plan which 
-------------...:....--------=----==---..;._-~~- =-==--------- was initiated four years ago by the M I• S t• • L • f W A N now as a means to encourage the 0 Iere a IriZeS earmng Or omen S onsense; most qualified candidates to make 
1 p d Co M an early choice and to lighten the 
'Learned Ladies' Features erio stuming, anners load of decision-making in the 
spring. 
By Anne Hanford '66 
''Learned Ladies" is a "delight-
ful account of a group of women 
who affect profound learning," 
stated Mr. Paul Barstow, director 
of the Wellesley College Theater 
production of the Moliere play to 
be presented Friday and Satur-
day nights, May 8 and 9, at 8 p.m. 
in Aum.nae Hall. 
This group of women, Mr. Bar-
stow pointed out, bears certain re-
semblances to our own female com-
munity and should thus provide 
an entertaining evening. 
Ladies' Learning Nonsense 
The ladies' "learning" is mostly 
nonsense, as seen in their wild 
adulation of a poet who really has 
nothing to say; but they are very 
vain of what they consider to be 
erudition and want to establish an 
academy where they will be the 
sole arbiters of who is to be con-
sidered learned. 
One of the ladies is genuinely 
learned, and one is uan absolute 
nut" who thinks every man she 
sees is in love with her, continued 
Mr. Barstow. The former's daugh-
ter is taught "to despise marriage 
and embrace learning;" whereas 
the younger daughter, the hero-
ine of the play, dislikes false learn-
ing and wants a home, a husband, 
and a family. 
To Be Period Piece 
"We originally thought of doing 
the play in modern dress," asser-
ted the director, so as not to miss 
"the application to our own cam-
pus situation;" for, as one critic 
puts it, "Moliere's desire is mani-
festly to preach a sermon upon 
the text that woman was created 
to play a domestic role in life." 
It however, was dectded, affirm-
ed Mr. Barstow, not to "take the 
easy way out" and thus deprive 
the audience of the fun of seeing 
and the cast of the practice of using 
the 17th century costumes, decor, 
and manner of speaking. In fact, 
steps have 'been taken to make 
the production as authentic a per-
iod piece as possible-the ladies 
have ·been having lessons in the 
use of the fan, the gentlemen, in 
how to bow and how to take snuff. 
(It should be noted perhaps that 
despite what appears to. us to be· 
elegant costuming, the characters 
of the play are not aristocrats or 
even genteel, but are merely 
among the rich bourgeoisie.) 
Type Casting Revened 
Barn followers will be interes-
ted to know that Sally MacKinnon, 
who played the prudish and soul-
ful Alma in "Summer and Smoke" 
will here take the part of an out-
spoken and irrepressibly vulgar 
maid, that Eleanor Royster, the . 
Mrs. Bassett of the same produc-
tion, will play the heroine, and 
that Nina Kaufman, who played 
the fiery Mexican Rosa Gonzales, 
will here take the role of the most 
learned of the ladies. 
aLes femmes savantes," as one 
of the most polished, perfect works 
of "the great comic writer of all 
time," derives its humor, accord-
ing to Mr. Barstow, not from the 
language itself, but from the char-
acters and situations. And since 
the situations hit home for stu-
dents at a college such as Welles-
ley, the director feels strongly that 
the· play "has something to tell 
us," here an·d now. 
In general, tonight's dress re-
hearsal is closed to the public, 
unable to attend either perform-
ance may apply to Mr. Barstow for 
individual permission to view the 
dress rehearsal 
W.I.S.O. 
Now is the· time to start think-
ing about WISO, Wellesley In-
dependent Study Opportunity. 
The purpose of WISO is to give 
acade.mic freedom to the stu-
dent with all of Wellesley's fa-
cilities at her fingertips. Con-
centrated research on any topic, 
background reading for future 
courses, preparation for gener-
als, or simply time to do that 
extra reading that never gets 
done in the pressure of the 
academic year, are all possible 
at WISO. 
WISO 1964 is scheduled to 
begin on Sunday, September 13, 
one week before freshmen and 
college officers arrive on cam-
pus. The fee for the entire week 
is $40, payable at the Office 
of the Assistant Treasurer by 
May 15. Thirty students are re-
quired f.or WISO to be held, and 
no applications made during 
the swnmer will be accepted. 
The main library will be open, 
-but in order that appropriate 
departmental libraries can be 
made available, interested stu-
dents should contact Julia Ross, 
Pomeroy, 1964 WISO Chairman, 
about their possible fields of 
study. 
Since WISO is designed for 
independent study, no paper, 
outline, or report is required 
at the end of the ten day per-
iod. 
Additional information about 
WISO will be appearing shortly 
in all dorms. In case of special 
problems contact Julia Ross. 
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Area Majors? 
S.E.C. has made a recommendation to institute area ma-
jors at Wellesley. In such a major similar to the present one in 
Classical Archaeology a student could combine courses from 
· several departments into a field of study that concentrates 
on the culture of one area. S.E.C. has drawn up ~pecific pro-
Aging Father Confronls Son in O'Connor's New Nove~ 
One--Dimensional Characters Do Not Evoke Sympathy 
by BUBan JohnBcm '65 ing ritual of tap dancing in his military headquarters most of the 
"I Was Dancing", by Edwin O'Con room early in the morning before· day, he never once ventures into 
nor, Atlantic-Little, Brown, 242 pp. anyone is awake .-and then going the enemy's camp. \yhen this plan 
$4. 75. back to sleep. He spends each day fails to work and he hears that 
In his recently published novel-grams for majors in the fields of American, Asian, Latin ette, "I Was Dancing", Edwi 
American, and Russian studies. O'Connor, author of best-selle 
The Last Hurrah and Edge of 
Interdepartmental majors would solve the problem of Sadness, treats the hack.neyed 
the student who now wants to concentrate in one area of theme of the struggle between ' th 
old and the young and the result 
study, but must superimpose her plan on the required course- ing superficial triumph of the ne 
if d I d ak I order - the son - over the old work of a spec. ic epartment. n or er to t e a genera the father. As in his fonner more 
examination in the department she must have a background appealing novels, O'Connor depicts 
d with gusto his favorite mischevious in fields not closely relevant to her specific area of stu y. In and energetic Irish types wh 
the S.E.C.' proposals she could concentrate in her field with- strive for success in the worlds 
of politics, the church, and now 
out having to use most of her other course hours to take re- the theatre. In this book, these per 
quired courses in one department. The S.E.C. proposal does sonages appear far more super-ficial than Mr. O'Connor's forme 
however require a minimum of 18 hours in one department, heroes; and consequently, thei 
puttering around his room, skult- Tom has made a reservation for 
i,ng around the house, spying on him at Smiling Valley (in a nice 
Ellen, and entertaining his old comer room overlooking the ceme-
cronies - a priest named Father tery), Dan, with the hearty ap. 
Feely, Gottlieb, his old (and prob- proval of his cronies, adopts ales~ 
ably only) vaudeville fan, and militant defense strategy. He de-
Billy Ryan, a quack doctor. Final- cides to have a "heart-to-heart" 
ly, on that ill-fated day in the life talk with "his boy" and plans to 
of "Waltzing" Dan, the young use this opportunity to remind 
Considines, infuriated by the testy Tom of all the sacrifices he made 
old man's behavior, decided that to send his boy to school and col-
the time has come to send Old lege. He informs his friends of his 
Dan to Smiling· Valley, a home for intention to shame Tom, if neces-
the aged run by the Catholic sary, into allowing him to stay in 
church. the house. Tom does not fall for 
Self Pity vs Apparent Insensitivity Dan's sob story and announces, 
At the first mention of his son's with apparent insensitivity, that 
ultimatum, "Waltzing" Dan starts Old Waltzing Dan will have to get 
his campaign to extend his visit out and stop making life unpleas-
and decides not to "budge" from ant for him and his wife. 
the Guest Room. Holding up in hij Oon.tin.ued on. Page Three so that a student would become proficient in the discipline plight, which is exposed in the tightly unified action of one eli ____________ ____:; ____________ _ 
of a particular scholarly approach. matic day, cannot hope to evoke 'M d ' Li I B Fail-• J G Js 
Each maJ'or would include approximately 42 hours, with any serious, sympathetic response 0 eratOf Ve Y Ut S D 03 from the reader. 
18 hours in one department. A possible plan for a 45-hour WHrisome Old Man by Nancy Holler '66 torial analysis interesting. The stu-
d k d b SEC d b d "Waltzing" Daniel Considine, a The Moderator fails to be the dent contributions fail, however, Russian area stu ies major, wor e out Y · · · an ase 78-year-old retired vaudeville dan- forum of student ~pinion which to be the "well-articulated respon- . 
on courses now offered at Wellesley, includes 27 hours in cer (who for 50 years has had "the its name would indicate, but it sible viewpoints" which the edi-
h best damn comedy dance act in does offer a good deal of lively tors hope to present. Russian language and literature, 9 hours in Russian istory the business") is the major material interesting to the cone·ge Student Action, Not Thought 
(plus 9 other history hours), 3 hours of Russian government dramati8 persona in O'Connor's student. The ideas expressed by under-
£ tiresome, moralistic tragi-comedy. Managed by professionals and graduates were sometimes original, (plus 9 other hours of political science), and 3 hours o re- The conflict begins with a descrip~ staffed by undergraduates, the such as those of a young man who 
Ia ted economics (plus 9 additional hours in economics). Simi- tion of this irritating and selfish magazine seeks to present "arti- left college to become a Buddist 
old man who, twenty-one years cles, features and comments by monk, but the writing is generally 
lar programs have been suggested for the other area majors. after deserting his wife and son the most important and imagina- very poor, especially that of Paul 
A · d f th · I' t f h f Tom (now 44 years old and a bril- tive young people on the most im· Cowan, former executive editor of committee compose 0 e area specia IS rom eac 0 liant lawyer) for his theatre ca- portant political, social and cultu· the Crimson. The contributions 
the participating departments could write and read the stu- reer, has returned to the home ral events directly involving the were simply too few and too poor 
d , 1 Th' · ld 1 d 1 o'f his son and daughter-in-law student." to adequately represent student ent s genera examination. IS committee cou a so ea with the ambition of being th~ Opinion Inarticulate opinion. 
with the problem of waving prerequisites for related courses. pennanent Senior Citizen guest in Undergraduate opinion is gath- Thi Moderator is more success-
} f h d al the obliging couple's Guest Room. ered through questionaires and in· ful in presenting a picture of what The principa criticism o t ese inter epartment majors Old Dan has been "visiting" for terviews contributed by a network students are doing than of what 
would seem to be the fear that a major not rooted in a single exactly one year at the outset of of campus corresponden.ts. Welles· they are thinking. Both undergrad-
the book. Tom's wife Ellen (as is ley's correspondent is Sue Lock- uates and adults have contributed department's discipline would lack an intellectual focus, or revealed early in the plot) is par- wood '64. The information obtain- articles on job an<r travel oppor-
else that students might select it from a lack of something ticularly annoyed with the old ed is analyzed by the Moderator tunities for young people. One of 
. . . . . . . . man, for she has spent most of staff and presented in the form of the most interesting of these was 
. else to maJOr In. This IS a legttimate fear m the case of Amen- ,the last year waiting on him. The editorial comment accompanied by a report of A.I.E.S.E.C., a summer 
can and possibly Latin American studies. The wide variety uninvited .guest has m.ade T~m and two student articles. , exchange program in business 
Ellen uncomfortable m their own The topics which included drop. l'na.Dagement. " • 
of .. American" courses offered by various departments might home with his inconsiderate habits, outs and college administration ~f Interesting Venatllity 
lead a student to take a repetitive program. In the more un- the worst of which is his unnerv- sex were well chosen and the edi- Fortunately the editors have in· 
d THE READER WTD~~ eluded several non-student articles usual majors, however, the restricted number of courses an 1t IU I. J:Al on subjects relevant to student in-
the specific prerequisites automatically make a "tighter" rna- terests. A feature series on the 
Editor's Note: NEWS iB happyanoounce that WBS is coming bi-cultural problem in Quebec in-jor. Study in these fields, with emphasis on a single discipli- to receive all letters and com- . through loud and clear better in eluded contributions by Dr. Irving 
nary approach, would be a scholarly endeavor. ments from its readerB, but on.ly many cases than in the past three Layton "Canada's unofficial poet-
Bigned letters will be con.sidered years. "Ask and ye shall receive." laureate" .and Gabriel Gascon, a 
There still remains a question· as to whether con centra- tor publication.. So do tune us in! Any further com- French Canadian actor-producer. 
tion in an area is suitable to undergraduate study. It may be . ments, suggestions or criticisms The highlight of the spring issue 
To the Edi~r: . are welcome. Phone them in at was certainly the article by Shu-
argued that a student should wait until graduate school for I. would like to take this oppor- Extension 303 or write to me. bud M. Sa' aid, "A Malaysian's 
this kind of approach. On the other hand, some students do tumty to thank all. the students Thank you again for your partici- Playboy'', a witty attack on Hugh 
at the college who filled out ques- pation Hefner's "empire" and the "Play-
now attempt concentration in one area and they should not tionn~ires for WBS after Spring Pam Gimlbel, President, WBS ooy Philosophy". 
Vacation. We collected over 700 
be prevented from pu~suing such a plan of concentration. completed questionnaires-an ex-
cellent turn-out, At least the col-
lege is thinking about us; mabye 
they are listening! After a careful' 
tabulation of the results, WBS has 
been unable to find certain areas of 
the program that need strengthen-
ing, and appropriate steps are 
being taken for next year. We will 
have more jazz and straight music, 
a lengthened and regular Campus 
Accent show, and, our hours will 
be extended to include a daily 
12:30-1:00 P.M. show and a Satur-
day afternoon free-for-all. We also 
hope to be bringing you direct 
Washington coverage of the Presi-
dential election in the fall. Because 
of the support of students wlho 
indicated almost unanimously that 
they would like a program sched-
ule printed up regularly, and not 
just once or twice a year as has 
been done previously, WBS has 
been able ·to enlarge its budget to 
enable us to put out bi-weekly. 
printed programs for the student 
body. Unfortunately, our distribu-
tion of ·the questionnaires coinci-
ded with a time when WBS was 
technically defunct, so the remar~ 
about reception were rather incon-
Wellesley College News 
Pub1Dhec1 weekly on Thunclay Sep-
temper to May inclusive except d\lJ'iq 
vaeation (Christmas and Sprinl) and 
eDminaticm pertod.l (flrat two weeb 
in February and last week 1D -Y and 
tim week in June by the Wellesley 
Collep News, Welle~JeY 11, 11 ... Tele-
phone CEdar I-ODD extenlion Collue 
News. CEdar l-OIS& Sublertptton ft.?l 
per annum. Sfton4 clul poRa.p »aid 
at Boatcm, MM.. under the Aet of 
March •• 1.,. 
ReDre.entecl for Nat1. A~ by 
National Adftrtianl Semee !ric. 
~
Cynthia Van Hazinga •• 
JlaJaatlll8 EdUon 
Swsan Johnson '815 
Pam MeConneU •• Allada,. BciU&w Jane Steiuemann '60 
.... Z.W. Joee__glline Berpn 'ID 
&.ocla,. ••=• .... l:dUon 
JCllen Jaffe •• Jane McHale 'II 
A•adate .... BdUon 
Ellen BoDeparth •• 
Barbara Elden · ... 
Elalne Joq '81 
Roberta Belsl8 '81 
le.so.Repoden • 
Edith Postlewaite '85 
Pllotopaplaen Marton Brenner '66 
Karin Rosenthal '8'1 
l.a7ftl EdU• Carol Ann Broena '66 
Culooalal Bo Thome '66 
a..-aen RobiA Bledaoe '01 
Dale Brodlley '8'1 
.Alice Dayton '8'1 
Ann Hanlord '81 
Nancy BoUer •ee 
Jean Kramer '18 
Ro&eJIUUT Metrailer '81 
Ruth Pope •ee 
Ter17 PriiUil '8'1 
JacquelJne Schuker 8'1 
Marjorie Sielel '81 
~ SDHier '81 
Suzanne S"torey •ee 
BeleDe TWewt •• 
BV8111EU 8TMF 
B--. lip. Sall7 Wlckbam '88 
Acl..nw.g lip. Betay Fowler •• 
ClnalaiiGe lip, Vlridaia Grne "81 
cncw ....._ Jlolq :8ecar:a.ae '81 
Jea11 wmaur .. 
clusive. However, the station has 
been . repaired and I .am happy to What 1 too ~tG.ss? 1? 
, 
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Panel 
The speakers discussed the situ-
ation in general, then in terms of 
their specific fields. Panelists 
agreed that the Federal govern-
ment must take on the burden of 
changes in a public housing sub-
sidy, although all agreed that the 
idea of such a subsidy is unpala-
table to the American public. 
Moderator Offers F.acts 
Chester Hartman, Moderator of 
the discussion and a research as· 
sociate at the Center for Com-
munity Studies, prefaced the dis· 
cussion with some relevant facts 
about the housing . situation. He 
told his audience that there are 
150,000 people in metropolitan 
Boston whose homes or apartments 
do not meet housing standards for 
quality of housing or quantity of 
people living in them. People who 
live in this substandard housing 
pay up to 25% of their income 
for it. Hartman called on the pal'\.-
elists to analyze the problem and 
propose. necessary changes. 
The first speaker, Helen Kistin ~poke on the incidence of poverty 
1~ terms of the non-whj,te popula-
tion. She told her audience: 
"'Most of our Negro population in 
the city of Boston lives in areas 












MAY 14, 15, and 16 ONLY 
SANDERS THEATER 
PERFOR.'\IANCES AT 8:00P.M. 
Reserve«;~ Tickets: $2.00, $2.50, and $3.00 
Available at The Coop 
or at TR 6-5815 Weekday Evenings 
General..4dmiaaion: $1.25 at the door 
Photo by Barbara Elden '66 
Mary Ann Radner '64 was one 
of six undergraduate poets to par-
ticipate in the Glascock Intercol-
legiate Poetry Contest Bt Mount 
Holyoke on May 17. 
Mary Ann, a French major, read 
twelve original poems which she 
had previously presented for 
'64 and the Arts. Among them 
was a translation of a poem by 
Horace and a poem in a difficult 
medieval-French form. 
Three Poets Judged 
11te results of the contest will be 
announced in several weeks by the 
three judges: Robert Fitzgerald, 
poet and translator of the Odyssey; 
Rolfe Humphries, poet and profes-
sor at Amherst, where he is known 
Quincy House at Harvard Pr-esents ET 
Annual Contest 
The Glascock competition has 
been in existence since the 1920's. 
Every years the directors choose 
six different colleges to partici-
pate, and ask a poet-in-residence 
at each schoo~ to recommend a 
contestant. This year students 
from Holyoke, Connecticut Col-
lege, Princeton, Wellesley, Wes-
leyan and University of Massachu-
setts entered. 
Interested in Translations 
Mary Ann has written poetry 
silllCe she was ten and is especially 
interested in working on transla-
tions and adaptations from French, 
Italian and Latin verse. In addi-
tion she has acted in and directed 
Shakespeare Society productions, 
and directed Chapel Society's re-
cent production of The Sign of 
Jonah. 
She plans to do graduate work 
in medieval Italian at the Univer-
sity of Florence, followed by a 
Ph.D. at Harvard. 
Continued from Page Ot~e 
to obtain official recognition of 
the freshmen as a· class. At 3:30, 
the class crew races will begin 
and the freshman shell will be 
christened. Saturday night will be 
the Wellesley Spring Dance held 
in Alumnae Hall . 
Hopefully with warm weather, 
the doors of Alum will be open 
so there can be dancing outside 
and in finishing, a spring touch 
for a delightful spring-y week-end. 
Continued from Page Two 
Unfortunately, the self-revealing 
scene between father and son does 
not evoke the hoped-for sympathe-
tic reaction from the reader. 
O'Connor tries to develop this 
common but serious problem of 
defeated old age into a humorous 
tone which sureeeds only in alien-
ating the reader who normally 
would be sympathetic to both 
parties. In short, this climatic 
scene only leaves the reader with 
a bad taste in his mouth. Thf) 
father and son never develop into 
full characters during the twenty-
Experimental Theater took its A Mery Play was directed by four-hour period of extenuating 
two most recent productions into Susan Andrews '65 and included drama. The reader cannot feel any 
Harvard last weekend. A Phoe- in its cast George Larsen, Harvard emotion other an indifference to-
ntx Too Frequent and A Mery '64, as Johan-Johan, and Felix wards what should be approached 
Play betwene Johan-Johan the as a touch1"ng famil p bl Brandel, Boston University, as Syr Y ro em. H'U8banile, Tyb hi8 Wyfe, and O'Connor makes no effort to em-
Syr Johan. the Preest were given Johan the Preest. Marty Menapace · body Tom, Dan and the other char-
at Quincy House Friday and Sat- '65 played Tyb. acters with normal human quali-
urday nights. A Phoenia: Too Frequent, by ties which would aid the reader in 
The two plays were well receiv- Chri h Fry commiserating with them. 
ed although the audiences were not stop er ' was directed by Classic Pley Structure 
large as a result of lack · of pub- Kitty Ball '65· The cast featured In I Was Dancing O'Connor 
licity at Harvard about their com- Muriel Mirak '65 as Dynamene, has followed the sparse, rigid 
ing. Since two of the actors live in Berit Roberg ~66 as Doto, and structure prescribed for drama in 
~:~-~-~-~-~-~~~~~~-~~-~~-~~-~~~~~~~-~-~-~~~~-~~-~~~~~-ooTh~~~Harvard~as~an~~~~~~ 
- - _. _. ..... - - - there. Tegus-Chtomis. Continued on Page Four 
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S·enior To Teach at Chung Chi Colleg·e Near Hong Kong New Schedule of Middlesex Bus Line 
A R t t• f W II } y h• c • In view of the manifold confusion Buses thereafter at 7:20, 8:20, S epresen a IVe 0 e es ey- enc 1ng om.mittee and. frustration which has been 9:3o, and to:3o p.m. 
noted lately about the mythical Sunda.ys: 
has moved out to a new campus Middlesex Bus Company time-table, First bus leaves Woodland at 
in the hill country, and has 800 News had made a constructive 7:20 a.m. 
students. The demand for educa- effort to get the whole thing Buses thereafter at twenty min-
tion there is still so great that straightened out, with the follow- utes after the hour until 8:20 p.m. 
there is room for only one of ing result: Buses thereafter at 8:20, 9:30, 
every thousand would~be students. Outbound Schedule and 10:30 p.m. 
Faculty and Student Program Weekdays and Saturdays: Note: There is a college bus 
Gail, a major in English Liter- First bus leaves Wellesley (Hath- leaving Riverside station on Satur-
ature, is the fourth Wellesley stu- away House stop) at 6:25 a.m. day night at midnight. 
Tug-of-War contest l1 •n •nnu•l event at Chunt Chi Coli... In 
Hong Kong. 
dent to go to Chung Chi. She be- Buses thereafter at five minutes 
' came interested in the program before and twenty-five minutes af-
while she was an undergraduate ter the hour until 6:25 P.m. 
here. She does not speak Chinese, Buses thereafter at 6:25, 7:25, 
though she plans to study it this 8:25; 9:25; 10:05, and 11:05 p.m. 
summer; all that seems to be re- Sundays: 
quired, she says, is "fluency in First bus leaves Wellesley at 
English," as her job is teaching 7:25 a.m. 
English to the students so that by Buses thereafter at twenty-five 
their junior year they may take minutes after the hour until 8:25 
p.m. , 
Buses thereafter at 10:05 and 
11:05 p.m. 
There is also a program for "fac- Return Schedule 
ulty fellows" from Wellesley at Weekdays and Saturdays: 
Chung Obi. Last year Mr. Stood- First bus leaves Woodland 
ley of the Sociology Department M.T.A. station at 6:20 a.m. 
Gail Shafer '64 will be teaching Chung Chi started in an attic was there, and an article about Buses thereafter at twenty min-
in China for the next two years in Hongkong, with only a handful his work appeared in a recent is- utes after and ten before the hour 
under the auspices of the Welles- of students and faculty; today it sue of the Alumnae Magazine. until 7:2~ p.m. ley-Yenching Committee. _____________ ......___ - _ _.;;;___ __ _.:;. _______ _ 
orE~~:~y ~e '!;~~~!d :nife Miss Clapp States wellesley's Role in Civil Rights: 
post of "teaching representative" c }} S F E • £ S 
at Chung Chi College, outside of 0 ege upports ree xpressions 0 ' tudent Opinion 
Hongkong, for a tw~year term. 
Chung Chi is a coeducational lib- In her first meeting with a cam- develop specialized interests whose ceived support for its continuation 
eral arts college founded only a pus group in a~ost five r~ars, _Miss diver~ity prevents any unifle~ ex- fQI" a second year from the guest 
few years ago to take care of the Clapp met Wlth the C1v1l Rtghts presston of concern for a smgle juniors themselves the house 
growing numbers of Chinese re- Group April 30 to discuss the role issue. Nor would the promotion presidents the f~lty and the 
fugees. of the c?llege a~d. th~ individual o~ united opinions be consistent trustees·. The continuation of the 
Communist Invasion student m the ctvll r1ghts move- With. the go~ls of the college, ac- program was in part an "act of 
Wellesley's connection with ment. cordmg to M1ss Clapp. She stressed fai·th " according to Miss Clapp 
Chung Chi College dates from the R?plying. to questio~ ~ub~tted that Welles~ey is :'an ~du~ati?n~ for ~o one knows yet how the girl~ 
interest several alumnae had in earlier, M1ss Clapp distmgwshed and not an md~ctrinal msbtubon will reassess the experience after 
Yenching Coliege, which was taken between the uncommitted position whose purpose 1s to enc.ourag~ .stu- their return home. "For every two 
over by the Communists when they she feels necessary for the college dents to . formulate thetr . positions girls who have cross-cultural ex-
invaded China. For several years officially and the opportunity for on su~h Issues. "One of the hard- periences it , is that much harder 
funds built up, until, through the involvement by the individual stu- ~~t thmgs f~r students," she added, for them' to believe in the stereo-
United Board for Christian High- dent. "Wellesley College took no ls to avo.td ,the spectator's ap- types of the racial situation," she 
er Education in Asia, the Welle~ stand as a whole on World War I, proach to hfe. added. -
ley-Yenching Committee was made World Warn, or even the import- Miss Clapp maintained that it is 
aware of the needs of Chung Chi ant issue of woman's suffrage," essential for the college to support 
College. she pointed out. freedom of expression by the stu-
------------- Student Role Stressed dents. At the same time the col-
COLORfUL 
STAMP OFFER 
300 varied Austrian stamps, in· 
cluding many special commemo· 
rative issues, only 3 dollars. 
Send cash. check or money 
order to: KLEIN, Steyr, Hafner· 
strasse 4. Austria. We guarantee 
prompt delivery. 
A question on ways in which lege "must recognize that wh~re 
the college or the civil rights they stand today may not be where 
Group itself might dispel student they stand tomorrow." Miss 'Clapp 
apathy toward the civil rights prob- insisted that "each group must 
lem provoked a clearer definition protect the minorities within its 
of 'the goals of the college for its own group." 
students and the responsibilities The College's Programs 
of the students in areas in which The college's own programs to 
Posslblet Symposium 
Miss Clapp was interested in the 
report by Mandy Hawes '65, presi-
dent Of the Civil Rights Group, 
on students' efforts to aid the civil 
rights movements within their own 
communities. Miss Hawes also 
mentioned that she had met with 
the Faculty Lecture Committee to 
propose a symposium on Civil 
Rights to be held in November. As 
planned, the symposium would in-
clude a keynote speech delivered 
on Friday night, a panel discus-
sion on Saturday morning, and sev-
eral small workshops under Boston 
Civil Rights leader in the after-
noon. 
they ·are concerned. Miss Clapp help Negroes obtain better educa-
proposed that the charge of apathy tion have taken two forms. As 
is usually applied by enthusiasts to part of the regular admissions pro-
those who do not share their in- gram the college retains a special 
terest in a particular area. She admissions officer, Mr. McCarty, to 
defended W e 1 1 e s 1 e y students work in culturally deprived areas. 
against the charge of general Miss Clapp emphasized that al-
apathy by pointing out that they though the culturally deprived are 
';;;::::;::;::;::;::;:=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 1 not solely Negroes, Negro appli- 1 W D • 
; cants from such areas face special as anctng ••• 
Princeton Scholar 
Lectures May 11 
"Why Study the Risorgimento?" 
will be the topic of a joint His-
tory-Italian Department lecture to 
be given by Raymond Grew May 11 
in Jewett at 8 p.m. 
Now an Assistant Professor of 
History and Bicentennial Precep-
\..>r at Princeton University, Mr. 
Grew received his B.A., M.A., Ph.D 
degrees from Harvard and then 
taught at Brandeis before joining 
Princeton's staff 
The manuscript of his book, A 
Sterner Plan for Italian Unity: 
The lta~Wtn. N ationaZ Society in 
the Ri8orgimen.to (1963) won the 
Unita d'Italia prize offered by the 
Italian government, and an article, 
"How SUccess Spoiled the Risorgi-
mento" was judged the best an-
nual contribution to the American 
Historioa~ Review. 
In addition, Mr. Grew is an of-
ficer of the Society for Italian ffis.. 
torical· Studies, and has been the 
recipient of a number of fellow-
ships and grants. He will be mov-
ing to Michigan next year as an 
Associate Professor of History 
there, and is currently writing a 
book concerning the reaction of 
the Catholic Church to industriali-
zation. in France, Spain and Italy 
during the latter part of the 19th 
century. 
Second Newspaper 
Begun at Vassar 
from the Pembroke Record 
Vassarites discontented with the 
policies of the Vassar Miscellany 
News started a second campus 
newspaper, Verbatim. 
The Miscellany News, it was 
felt, ignored many important news 
items to give more coverage to 
"issues" which in many cases were 
not recognized as issues by much 
of the student body. 
News articles in the Mise were 
criticized for covering too narrow 
a scope of subjects and for being 
overly opinionated. The editorial 
policy was condemned for its un-
GET DISCOUNT CARD 
on Patent Medicines • Vit•mlns • 
Cosmetics • Toiletries • Etc. at 
ELMS HOUSE difficulties in gaining admission to 
(formerl7 used b)' WeUesle7 Collete) college. She noted that there is 
Continued from Page Three justified complaints. 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
572 Washington Street 
opposite Village Church 
Call CE 5-2489 for Free Delivery 
637 WASHINGTON IT. "great competition for well-quali- Century theaters by using the re- Factual News quired three unities (time, place, The staff of the new Verbatim 
CI 5-2274 fied Negro applicants among col- and action) to express his over- hopes to cure the weaknesses of 
simplified moral conflict which, the Mise by reporting all campus 
contrary to classic rules for de- activities factually by seeking all 
veloping a drama, is never re- side and sources for every article. 
solved. The author is, however, 
Put your ute In • ••,..-
room over the w .. k .. ndl 
BOX STORAGE 
Don1 t Pack Twice 
order a box from Reliable Cleaners 
Fill it with woolens. Haven't enough? Get together 
with a roommate. Save money-enjoy convenience. 
Rely on R,eliahle 
Serving Wellesley College Students 
for over 35 years 
Liberal Charge Account Privileges 
Call 235-0179 -- 653-1531 
RELIABLE CLEANERS 
25 CENTRAL STREET:~ WELLESLEY 
Across from Filene' s 
leges now." 
The Guest Junior Program, the 
college's other major effort, re-
MARCH ALONG 
AUF DEUTSCH 
Authentic, stirring G e r m a n 
marches, 10 records, 45 rpm, 
for only 2 doUars. First time 
offer. Cash, check or money 
o r de r to: PREISBRECHER, 
Vienna 23., Klnskygasse 8, 
Austria. We pay return postage. 
Sorry, no COD's. 
never guilty of verbosity or re- Opinionated articles will be left 
dundancy as his style is terse and to the editorial column, letters to 
fluent . In this light-hearted ac- the editor, and news features 
which make no pretense of being 
count of an important ethical prob- just news. 
lem O'Connor never once makes 
a convincing statement about the The first editorial in the Ver-
serious nature of this age-old prob- batim expresses the purpose of the 
lem. on the contrary, this 242- newspaper can help to strengthen 
page literary venture is simply a new editors and staff: "A .c~pus 
collection of farcial anecdotes, stude~t facul~ relation:Shtp, can 
slapstick humor, and tiresome spur mten:st m all campus events, 
comic relief, all wittily stated. Un-, and can give. studeD;ts a sense of 
like his other two successes this place, a sense of bemg here, now 
' tv , book deals with nothing more than a assar. 
bad humor. 
·Wellesley Florist and 
Fruiterer 
College Taxi Co. 
Blllcient Service 
CE 5·2200 
Ll•oaaln .. Atallable For I 
Fer L111 Tripe 
.,..,.,., lor All 
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Papas and Politics 
.,nd bye, De4. lt'1 .._ .,....,. 
June Milton 166 says to her father 
as he leaves Sund•y afternoon. 
by Robin Reisig '66 
Photos by Barbara Elden '66 
Hundreds of men came for the 
college weekend. Every girl loved 
her date, and every date had a 
wonderful time. An exaggeration? 
Not a bit. For each date last week-
end was "Dad" to a sophomore 
here. 
College Was Never Libt This! 
From sprinting ten or twe·nty 
flights to the top of Green, to 
squinting at Venus through the 
Observatory's telescope, to peer-
big around, above, under, and of-
ten through the modern art in 
Jewett, fathers were busier during 
Sophomore Fathers' Weekend than 
they ever remembered being in 
their own college days. 
From the morning's blotters to 
the evening's ball, over 300 fathers 
were racing to keep up with the 
program of the busiest day of the 
year at Wellesley. Following an 
opening chapel by Miss Jeanette 
McPherrin, Dean of the Class of 
1967, ·the. blotter skits and sere-
nades depicted the pappaprone 
politics of a big convention. 
Rockelodge v. Goldscrant 
In the mock Grand Old Pappa 
con'Vention, Uberal Rockelodge· pro-
posed to "spend enough on every-
thing and make the taxes less" 
and "bind us all in fellowship of 
mass benevolent government." 
He was opposed by a man of im-
pressive epithets, "who can lead 
better baekwards than forward, 
another Hamilton, Washington, 
Jefferson, DeGaulle!" Goldscrant 
followers warned the convention 
that 
We're Btill a new and growing 
nation 
Badly in need of isolation 
History'B own patterrtr-showB UB 
how. - _ 
If it's never been done, doft.'t do 
it flOW/ 
Mix at Best Weekend Ever 
" Woman in the White House ity groups do tend to be better in· 
The "never ... been-done" won out formed. 
with the surprising nomination of Miss Clapp Captivates 
Margaret Chase Wellesley, who Miss Clapp's luncheon was ac-
had studied "poll sci" in college. claimed a success. Topics discussed 
Exercising her woman's preroga- varied from the proverbial prob--
tive to change her mind, "Maggie" lem of cars to the perrenni.al ac-
announced her engagement to ceptance of next years freshman 
John Harvard on election ·eve, class. Miss Clapp quipped that fa-
changing her name to Margaret thers might suggest to accepted 
Caught Harvard, and withdrawing student that they go somewhere 
from the race. A male band and else. 
friendly dogs who tried to join After a busy afternoon of crew 
the show provided additional en- races (with Sophomores' Sour 
tertainment. Grapes winning on a not-so-sour 
Student Lecture grapes day), Swim Club Demon~ 
Following the blotter demonstra- strations, and scenes from Pro-
lion, organized by Nicky Ivanich metheus Bound, fathers relaxed 
and Agnes Pearson were lectures in dormitory dinners. Their 
on academic projects by seniors. menu included the "royal ban· 
Caroline H~bbard and Linda Me- quet" of cranberry juice and 
Jennet discussed their thesses. fried chicken which Take Her, 
Carol Lyons' lecture on her sum- She'B Mine, written by a Wei· 
mer of archaelogical study in Pal- lesley father, parodied. Decora-
estine was complemented by Joan tions included signs ranging from 
Caldwell's speech on her research "Lioberty, Equality, Paternity" to 
in bio-chemical evolution. "Walk softly and carry a big Dad-
Then off to coffee in the acad- dy," and entertainment varied 
ernie quad as daughters with fa- from hootenanies to skits about 
thers in tow rushed to make sure dorm life. 
fathers met everyone and saw - "Dance With Me, Daddy'' 
everything. At the evening's dance, daugh-
Wellesley Politics Amuse Fathers ters waltzed and fathers twisted to 
Faculty lectures were given by tunes played by the sophomore 
Miss Jacquli-ne P. Evans, Assiciate fathers as well as by the orchestra. 
Professor of Mathematics and Miss Sing-alongs, jazz versions of £am-
Claire Zimmerman, Associate Pro- iliar tunes played by Mr. Knight, 
fess·or of Psychology and newly father of Louise Knight, and a duet 
announced Dean of the Class o by Linda Coe and her father high-
1966. _ lighted the evening's entertain· 
Miss Zimmerman won the ap ment. Sketches by Barbara Shep-
plause of the Democrats by an herd added to Alum's red, white 
nouncing that there was a ve and blue decor. 
slight trend to become a Democra Bunny Morse, Edna Hubbard, and 
during the four years here, an Sherry Stanton also worked on the 
that the Democrats on this campu evening's entertainment. Marguer-
tended to be better informed tha ite Orr, Chairman of Sophomore 
tl).e Republican•s. A diplomat after Father's Day, said of the whirl of 
the style of "Maggie," she then a weekend, "We just provided the 
won the applause of the Repub outline-it was the fathers who 
licans by adding that most minor- provided the spirit." 
1
'No, doggie, this Is only for the 
..,Phomqres and their fathersl11 
• sophomore "blotter-flipper" · 
seems to try to explain to her 
unwelcome friends at Blotters 
Saturday morning. 
'
11 have heard so much about 
you/' one father says to another 
as they meet at the coHee on the 
hiJI Saturday morning. 
Linda Coe '66 and her father 
sing at the intermission of the 
dance Saturday night. 
1
' 1 could have danced all night ••• 
M.....,erlte Orr '", chelnnen of 
Sophomore Fathers' Day, chats 
with her father as they sit out 
one of the dances at the Father· 
Daughter Dance Saturday night. 
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of '63 Majoring '·. Ill Variety of Fields Class 
MA.JOR STUDENTS IN ART 
Campbell, Martha - Student, Short-
hand, Hickox Secretarial School, Bos-
ton. Summer : Market Research Analyst, 
A. C. Nielson, New York City. 
Coifman. Eva - Student, Art, Bos-
ton Museum School, Boston and Sec-
retary, Professor Cora DuBois (Part-
. time) Department of Anthropology, 
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts. Summer : Student, Sculpture, 
Painting, University of Wisconsin, Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin. 
Eitingon, Carol - Publicity Assis-
tant, Trade Books Division, McGraw 
Hill, New York City. Summer: Office 
Assistant, David McKay Publishers, 
New York City. 
Elan. Ursula - Curatorial Assistant, 
Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, 
New York. 
Flynn, Susan - Student, Art History, 
University of Munich, Germany. Sum-
mer: ·Research Assistant to Dr. Peter 
Salz, Museum Modern Art, New York 
City. 
Francisco, Judith- Secretary, Skid:-
more, Owings & Merrill, New York 
City. Summer: Student, Shorthand & 
Typing, Merchants & Bankers Business 
and Secretarial School, New York City. 
Halpern, Toni - Student, Elementary 
Education, Harvard Graduate School of 
Education, Cambridge. 
Hood, Olivia - Writer and Illustra-
tor of Children's Books. Self-Employed. 
Kracke, Ernesta - Housing Intern, 
Housing and Home Finance Agency, 
Chicago, Illinois. Summer: Student, 
Sociology, Harvard University, Cam-
bridge. 
Landreth, Elizabeth - Research As-
sistant in Latin American Department, 
Central Intelligence Agency, Washing-
ton, D. C. Summer: Assistant, Metro-
politan Museum of Art, New York 
u jut about the mo.t wonderful 
new convenience for 
intimate feminine care" 
5Jide/k. 
the"petite bath"in a packette 
. . . so refreshing. so easy and economical 
to use and so reassuring to know you can 
feel "all-over dainty" all day, wherever 
you are I Bidette is that wonderfully soft, 
lint-free cloth (not harsh paper) ... pre-
moistened with a mildly medicated lotion 
that quickly cleanses and helps remove 
the common causes of odor, itching an1 
discomfort from the most sensitive fem-
inine areas .. . safely, soothingly and oh, 
so refreshingly! 
Much more- convenient than so8~ and 
water, and disposable 8S a tissue, Bidl!ttte 
Ia the ultimate in intimate care ..• Ideal at 
bedtime, lridisJ)ttnsable when travelling, 
so handy to have at work, really welcome 
whenever weather. activity or stress sug-
gest a need for extra caution, helpful 
while ill or confined, and just perfect dur-
ing merlstruation. Buy Bidetre today and 
discover for youraelf I One doze!\ 854. 
two· dozen economy box $1.50 (you save 
~) at your drugatore. 
For thia lovely re-fillable Purse-Peck 
with 3 8idette aamplet ... : .. ·~,. 
and literature. aend . ... ···;~~ .. \.'., · 
juat 2S. wi~ .... · · ··~~~ 1\ 
.. --· .. (, .. 
coupon. . .. :·· ~~~ ' 
... . · .... ~t.<)" 
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P.O. Bo1 UOO, -G.P.O., Ntw York 1 I I tRC1ose '!5c: to cover postatt and hllldlint. 1 Please SMd aw.tte Pvrse- Pad, I samples 1M literstwt. 




LaTourette, Marianne - Medical 
Secretary, Mary Hitchcock Memorial 
Hospital, Hanover, New Hampshire. 
Lawrence, Rosalind - Secretary, 
Thomas N. Maytham, Museum o~ Fine 
Arts, Boston. 
Lees, Antoinette - Receptionist, 
Perls Gallery, New York City. 
Lufkin, Lee (Mrs. James Hardisty)-
Secretary, Hoover - Hill, Cambridge 
Massachusetts. 
McKinnon, Sheila - Student, Ger-
man. University of Toronto, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada. Summer : Traveler in 
South America. . 
Neilson, Nancy - Student, Fine 
Arts, Harvard University, Cambridge. 
Smith, Laurie - Teacher of Art, 
Abbott Academy, Andover, Massachu-
setts. Summer : Director of John Esther 
Gallery. Addison Gallery, Andover, 
Massachusetts. · . 
Swansen, Dorothea - Secretary, 
British Broadcasting Corporation, Lon-
don, England. Summer: Student, Speed-
writing and Typing, Evanston Business 
School, Evanston, Illinois. 
Weber, Joan (Mrs. Edward Reusing) 
- Trainee, Filene's, Boston. 
Ziegler, Marcia - Student, Land-
scape Architecture, University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania. Summer: Assistant. Montgomery 
County Planning Commission, Morris-
town, Pennsylvania. 
MAJOR STUDENTS IN ASTRONOMY 
Safford, Martha - Student. Astron-
omy, Indiana University, Bloomington, 
Indiana. Summer: Traveler in England 
and Germany and Group Leader, Lake 
Constance, Sud baden, Germany. 
MAJOR STUDENTS IN 
BIBLICAL HISTORY 
Ball, Katherine - Research Assist-
ant, Albert Einstein College of Medi-
cine, New York City. Summer : Stu-
dent, Organic Chemistry, Syracuse 
University, Syracuse, New York. 
Behrendt, Ellen <Mrs. Peter Roun-
tree) - Student, Medicine, Harvard 
Medical School, Cambridge. 
Bissell, Nancy- Student, Germany, 
University of Vienna. Vienna, Austria. 
Summer: Waitress, Wentworth Hotel, 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. . 
Blackwell, Catherine - Student, Eng-
lish, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Summer: 
Assistant Teac}:ler, Governor's School, 
Winston Salem, North Carolina. 
Buresh, Cherie - Student, Secre-
tarial Studies, Moser Secretarial School, 
Chicago, Illinois. Summer: Traveler in 
Europe. 
Collison. Judith - Trainee, Lord 
and Taylor, New York City. Summer: 
Traveler in Europe. 
Cully, Melissa - Teacher Grade 5, 
Lake Forest Country Day School, Lake 
Forest, Illinois. Summer: Student, Ele-
mentary Education, Harvard-Newton 
Summer Program, Newton, Massachu-
setts. 
Goodman, Bobye - Trainee, Bloom-
ingdale's, New York City. Summer: 
Traveler in Europe. 
Hammons, Patricia- Social Worker, 
Voluntary Intake Division, Massachu-
setts Division of Child Guardianship, 
Boston. 
Hochwald, Judith - Translator, 
Philosophical Review, Turin, Italy. 
Hudson, Mary - Student, Secondary 
Education, English, Harvard Graduate 
School of Education, Cambridge. 
Jones, Anne - Teacher, Grade 2, 
Acton Public Schools, Acton, Massa-
chusetts. Summer: Traveler in Europe . 
King, Frances (Mrs. William Miller 
Goss) :.... Student, Religious Education. 
Pacific School ·of Religion, Berkeley, 
California. Summer: Secretary, Arthur 
A. Worth, Redondo Beach, California. 
Lee, Barbara - Junior Secretary. 
Carnegie Corporation of New York, 
New York City. Summer: Student, 
Eng.Ush, Columbia University, New 
York City and Secretary, Robert S. 
Taplinger, New York City. 
Nichols, Brooke (Mrs. P . Andrews 
Nixon) - Teacher, Elementary, Nor-
folk City Schools, Norfolk, Virginia. 
Success comes early to college 
women who supplement their 
education with Gibbs training 
-who obtain marketable skills 
that gain them quick entry into 
the fields of their choice. 
SPECIAL COURSE FOR 
COLLEGE WOMEN- 81!2 MONTHS 
Write Callege Dean 




BOSTON 16, MASS., 21 Marlborough Street 
NEW YORK 17, H. Y., 200 Park Avenue 
MONTCLAIR, N. J., 33 Plymouth Street 
PROVIDENCE 6, R. 1., 155 Angell Street 
Summer: Student, Education, Old Dom- Commercial Law, University of Col- Holmes, Nancy - Research Assistant, 
inion College, Norfolk, Virginia. ogne, Cologne, Germany. Aphasia Project, Massachusetts Insti-
PoweU, Nancy - Studen~. Social Ossoff, Martha - Student, Inter- tute of Technology, Boston. 
Work, Simmons College of Soc1al Work, national Economics, Fletcher School Hunt, Avery - Trainee, Copy De-
Boston. of Law and Diplomacy, Medford. York City and Student, Part time, 
Rosenthal, Meryl - Student, Ele- Posner, Carol - Commercial Re- partment, Young and Rubicam, New 
mentary Education, Yeshiva University search Analyst, Quaker Oats Company, Political Science, New York University, 
Graduate School of Education, New Chicago, Illinois. New York City • 
York. Sanders, Mary- Research Assistant Jackson, Susan - Secretary, Good-
Stough, Beverly (Mrs. Paul Stanley in Economics Department, First Na- year Tire and Rubber Company, San 
Peters, Jr.) - Secretary, Harvard tiona! City Bank, New York City. Francisco,, California. Summer: Secre-
Divinity School, Cambridge. Shafer, Micalyn - Student, Law, tary, Kelly Girls, San Francisco, and! 
Wetherbee, Mary - Student, Psy- University of Chicago Law School, Student of French, L'Alliance Fran-
chiatric Social Work, Simmons School Chicago, Illinois. Summer: Assistant, caise, San Francisco, and Student, 
of Social Work, Boston. Summer: Camp American Savings and Loan Institute, Business Law, San Francisco State 
Counselor, Camp Wilder, Springfield, Chicago, Illinois. College, San Francisco, Calitornia. 
Massachusetts. Shilling, Heather (Mrs. Jon Archei King, Rosaline - Student, Second-
Wilson, Barbara (Mrs. Arnold J. Davis) - Research Assistant, Federal ary Education, University of Chicago, 
Bradford) - Clerk-Typist, Universi.ty Reserve Bank of Boston, Boston. Chicago, Illinoois. Summer: Traveler in 
of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia. Shoemaker, Ann (Mrs. George Mead Europe. 
summer: student, Typing and Snort- Wyman) - Programmer, Harvard Re- Rogers, Elizabeth - Teacher of EnS-
hand, Stafford Hall School of Business, search Project, Harvard University, lish, John Burroughs School, St. Louis, 
summit, New Jersey. Cambridge. Summer: Economic Re- Missouri. Summer: Student, Linguis-
MAJOR STUDENTS IN BOTAKY searcher, International Marketing In- tics, Harvard Summer School, Cam-
AND BACTERIOLOGY stitute, Boston. bridge. 
Albright, Lynne- Student, Teacher- Weil, Judy - Public Relations As- Ruhl, Gretchen - Student, Second-
training for the Blind, Perkins School sistant, Export-Import Bank of Wash- ary Education (English), Columbia 
for the Blind, Watertown, Massachu- tngton, Washington, D.C. Tea~hers College, New York City. 
setts. Summer: Counselor, Pioneer MAJOR STUDENTS Dr ENGLISH Sain, Rosalie (Mrs. Charles M. Alt) 
Camp, Port Sidney, Ontario, Canada. Akers, Judy - Student, English, -Secretary, School of Library Science, 
Heth, Anne (Mrs. Mathew J. Nada- University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. Western Reserve University, Cleveland, 
kavu Karen) - Teaching Assistant in Appleby, Linda - Student, Second· Ohio. 
Biology, Purdue University, West La- ary Education (English), Harvard Stevens, Julie - Secretarial Assist-
fayette, Indiana. Graduate School of Education, Cam- ant, Yale University, New Haven, bridge. Connecticut. Summer: Assistant to Sec-
MA.JOR STUDENTS IN CHEMISTRY Armayor, Judy (Mrs. Dane Farns- retary, Branford College Master's Of-
Benson. Harriet - Chemical Abstrac- worth Smith) - Teacher of English, flee, New Haven, Connecticut. 
tor, Shell Development Company, Peace Corps, Ethiopia. Sweeney, Barbara - Student, Eng-
Emeryville, California. Baldwin, Gail - Secretary, Boston lish, Chicago University, Chicago, Illi-
Caeser, Elizabeth (Mrs. Henry s. Records, Boston. Summer: Student of nois. Summer : .Student, Typing and 
Lieberman) _ student, Chemistry, Typing, Hickox Secretarial School, Shorthand, Hickox Secretarial School, 
Brandeis University, Waltham, Massa- Boston. Boston. 
chusetts. Summer: Researcher in His- Bloom, Barbara - Teacher of Eng- Sweet, Gwendolyn - Editorial As-
tory of Science, National Science lish, Edmeston Central School, Edmes- ststant, Elementary Deuartment, Hough-
Foundation, Chemistry Department, ton, New York. Summer: Student, ton Mifflin Company, Boston. 
Wellesley College. Education, Tufts University, Medford. Taylor, Harrison -Student, Library 
Charlton, Elinore (Mrs. Alan Green) Bruce, Jacquelyn (Mrs. :Oavid Nich- Science, Columbia University, New 
- Research Assistant, Smithsonian ols) - Student, Creative Writin(I Stan- York City. Summer: Traveler in 
Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge. ford University, tSanford, Ca ornia. Eu,p;~ster, Shelley - Catalog Coordi-
Dickson, Carolyn - Student, Bio- Summer : Traveler in England. 
chemistry, University of Chicago, Chi- Clutz, Signe - Secretary, Atlantic- nator, Allied Graphic Arts, New York 
cago, Illinois. Summer: Student, Ger- Little Brown Publishing Company, Ci~ler, Caroline _ Analyst, Central 
man, Butler University, Indianapolis, Boston. 1 li A w hi gto D c Indiana and Office Worker, Dr. Caro- Cole, Patricia (Mrs. Donald A. nte gence gency, as n n , · · 
lyn L. Dickson, Indianapolis, Indiana. Danielson) - Student, Secondary Edu- Summer : Student, Russian, Middlebury 
Henderson, Margaret- Research As- cation (English), Tufts University, Med- Summer School, Middlebury, Vermont. 
sistant, Dr. Jesse Scott, Massachusetts ford. Summer: Office Assistant, .Camp Whitman, Constance- Editorial As-
General Hosrutal, Boston. HiEhfield, Union, Maine. sistant, The Writer, Boston. S dr St d t S d Gu .. t Senlozo · Hirsch, Li ·an- Student, Medicine, ouglas, an a- u en. econ - Chambers, Gail CMrs. James Kellogg) 
Temple University, Philadelphia Penn- ary Education (English), Johns Hopkins _ Library Assistant, Brookline Public 
sylvania. Summer: Research Fellow. University, Baltimore, Maryland. Library, Brookline. Summer: Teacher. 
Biochemistry Department, Temple Med- Dwight, Susan - Editorial Assistant, of Nursery School, Colchie Day School, 
ical School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Allyn and Bacon, Boston. Summer: Elizabeth, New Jersey. 
Ippen, Karin - Student, Biochemis- Boston. lpedal ll:v.deal 
try, University of California, Berkeley, Student, Hickox Secretarial School, Mueller, Diethild (Mrs, Joseph Har-
California. Summer: Technical Assist- Engstrom, Rosellen- Buyer-Trainee, rington) -Teacher of History, Abbott 
ant to Dr. Watkins. Nutrition Depart- The Fair Stores, Chicago, Illinois. Academy, Andover. Summer : Teacher( 
ment, Massachusetts Institute of Tech- Fleischer, Margaret (Mrs. Herbert S. of German Language and Austrian 
nology, Cambridge. Kaufman) - Teacher, Houston Inde- History, Claurooms Abroad, Vienna, 
Sussmann, Rosalina Student, pendent Schools, Hou.ton, Texas. Austria. 
Chemistry, University of Illinois, Ur- Folkerth, Barbara - Teacher of -·•oR STUDDTS 111 FRERCH bana, Illinois. Summer: Research English, Brighton School District, Ro- __,Baker, Susan _ Student, BiLingual 
Chemist, National Bureau of Standards, chester, New York. Summer: Student, Secretarial Studies, Interboro Institute, 
Washington, D. C. Education, Ohio State University, Co- New York City. Summer : Hospital MAJOR STUDENTS IN ECONOMICS lumbus; Ohio. H i l 
Belden, Elizabeth (Mrs. Lawrence s. Garland, Nancy (Mrs. Peter )(altern) Volunteer, Johns Hopkins osp ta. 
Iwan) - Programmer, Computer Cen- Se h corn u untvenit)' Library Baltimore, Maryland. · 
ter. Cornell University, Ithaca, New -Ith arcNer, y .! ' Brittain, Alexandra - Student, (Part-
aca, ew or-.. time) French Literature and Graduate York. Gaw, Mary Joe - Secretary to Di· h Brand, Susan - Systems Engineer, rector, American Field Service, New Assistant (Part-time) in Frenc J Uni-
International Business Machines, New York City. versity of Pittsburgh, Pittsourgh, 
York City. Summer: Traveler in Gottdi Do - --.a• a1 Pennsylavnia. ener, nne - rA-c-u--.uc Dawson, Agnes (Mrs. Don WUliam 
Europe. Student, Vauar Collep, Poughkeep!!ie, DeBra) - Teacher of French (Grades 
Brown, Katherine- Show Manager, New York. Summer: Recreation In- '7. 8, g), Cleveland Heights City Schools, 
Santa Rita Ranch, Continental, Arizona. structor, Hudson River State Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio. Summer : stur\ent, 
Clark, Carolyn - Student, Econom- Poughkeepsie, New York. s d Ed ti · w t R 
ics. University of California at Ber- Graham, Sarah - Student. English, econ ary uca on, es ern eserve 1 In Uhtversity. Cleveland, Ohio. keley, Berkeley, California. Summer: Indiana University, B oomington, - Evans', Saralaine _Teacher of En~-
Bank Teller, Manufacturers National diana. Summer: Nurse's Aide, Free Ush, United Church Board for World 
Trust, Detroit, Michigan. Hospital for Women, Boston. Mt istri Tu k s Stud t 
D · B b St d t R i Hambrecht, Margaret - Student, n es, r ey · ummer : en • av1s, ar ara - u en • . uss an, S Job Orientation Program. United 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. English. Syracuse University, ytacuae, Church Board for World Ministries, 
Michigan. Summer: Traveler Clerk, New York. Summer: Guest Editor, Stoney Point, New York. 
American Express Company, London, Mademoiselle, New York City and Gabel, caroline _ Secretary, Free-
England. Traveler in Switzerland. d F d ti Vall F p Deck, Margaret - Risks Analyst- Hampton, Shirley (Mrs. Donald Pit- om oun a on, ey orge, enn-
Group Underwriting, Liberty Mutual cher, Jr.) - · Secretary, Group Claims sylvania. 
Insurance Company, Boston. Department_ Lincoln National Life, San Gi~lbdm)an, J'rSatuncdes, t(MrsSoc. 1°1•niwel kJ. Holecek, Rita (Mrs. George D. Hamil- Francisco, .,;alifomia. ve er - en · a or · 
ton) - Junior Economist, National In- Healy, SybU - Secretary, British Simmons College School of Social 
dustrial Conference Board, New York. Broadcasting Corporation, London, Work, Boston. Summer: Social Worker. 
Kasser, Mary - Trainee, Bank of England. Summer: Student, Shorthand United Hias Service, New York City. 
America, San Francisco, California. and Typing, Merchants and Banks Sec- Greenwald, Linda - Analyst, Na-
Knapp, Barbara - Student, Econ- retarial School, New York City. tf.onal Security Agency, Washington, 
omics. Yale University, New Haven, Hollinshead, Ann - Editorial Assist- D. He. 11 M ri s t J w 1 Connecticut. Summer: Assistant, Gen- ant, Social Studies Department, Hou .. h- 8 ey, a an- ecre ary, · a -
e ter 'nlompson, New York City. 
eral Electric Company, Schenectady, ton Mifflin Company, Boston. Summer: How. Nancy ·- Student, Secondary 
New York. Secretary, Pump Eauipment and Engi- Education (French) Wesleyan Univer-
j iiiiiMiiiiooiiiiiiiiseiiiiiii,iiiDiiiiuniiiiciiianiiii-iiiiiiSiitiiuiidiieiiniit,ii· iiGeiiiirmiiiiiian~iiniieiieiitiniiiig_C_oiimiiiiipiianyiiiiiii,iiiiii So imiieiirvtiiiiiilliei. iiiiiii-iifl stty, Middletown, Connecticut. Summer: 
· Leave Your Heavy Winter Clothes 





NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR STORING THESE 
ARTICLES 
also BOX STORAGE 
A. GAN CO. 
Th8 old8•t and most r~liabl~ 
CLEANSERS, T .41LORS and DYERS 
l!V JPELLESIJ,.:y 
FREE CALL AND DELIVERY SERVICE 
14 CHURCH STREET WEllesley 5-1547 
(Est•bllshecl 1913) 
. 
Salesgirl, Mankato Stationery Store, 
Mankato. Minnesota. 
King, Frances - Student. Religious 
Education, Pacific School of Religion, 
Oontinued on Page Beven 
'' . . . . ; Dazzling 
•.• a triumph of 
ridiculous parody" 
-ORVILLE PRESCOn, 
New York Times 
Drawia&s by 
E. H. Shepard 
4th large printiRI 
$2.95 ounort 
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Now Working, Studying at Graduate School 
00fl.tit&ueti from Page Bim 
Berke.ley, California . . 
Miller, Linda - Teacher, Peace 
Corps, Nigeria. 
Montgomery, Diane Student, 
French, Middlebury Graduate School 
of French, Paris. ·summer: Student, 
French, Middlebury College, Middle-
burY', Vermont. 
Phillips, Diana - Teacher of Eng-
lish, Nishimachi School, Tokyo, Japan, 
and Teacher· of Conversational French 
(Part-time) Tokyo Y.M.C.A. Language 
School, Tokyo, Japan. · 
Proctor, Margaret - Student, Sec-
ondary Education (French), Harvard 
University Graduate School of Educa-
tion, Cambridge. 
Putnam, Eleanor - Teacher, Peace 
Corps, Nigeria. 
Ruben, Katherine Secretary, 
Frank H . Berend and Associates, New 
York City. 
Sallop, Nancy - Student, Secondary 
Education (French) Harvard Graduate 
School of Education, Cambridge. Sum-
mer : Clerk-typist, Manpower, Inc., 
Boston. 
Terry, Julia - Hostess, First Realty 
Company, Boston. Summer : Secretarial 
Studies, Radcliffe College, Cambridge. 
Walker, Nancy (Mrs. John T. Ben-jamin) - Assistant Editor, Children's 
Books, Friendship Press, New York 
City. 
Weber, Mary (Mrs. Alfred M. Vinton) 
- Student, Library Science, Columbia 
University, New York City. 
Weizenblut, Lillian - Teacher of 
French (Elementary Grades), Winthrop 
Public Schools, Winthrop. Summer: 
Student, Education, Harvard - Newton 
Summer School, Cambridge. 
Williams, Gail - Student, French 
Literature and Theology, University of 
Lyon, Lyon, France. Summer: Editor, 
Books in Print, Lancaster, Pennsyl-
vania. 
Wood, Marilyn - Teacher of Ele-
mentary French, Medford Public 
Schools, Medford. Summer : Research 
Assistant, Medfield State Hospital, 
Medfield. · 
Special Student 
Delange, Marie-Helene Student,· 
Russian and English, Sorbonne, Paris; 
France. 
MAJOR STUDENTS IR GEOGII,APHY 
Bamford, Sarah - Map Room As-
sistant, Harvard University, Cambridge. 
Hubbell, Anne - Map Researcher, 
Time and Life, Inc., New York City. 
Summer: Traveler in England. 
Nordlinger, Frances- Student, Econ-
omic Geography, University College, 
London, England. Summer : Transporta-
tion Planner, Southeastern Virginia 
Regional Planning Commission, Nor-
folk, Virginia. 
Tanner, Susan - Instructor in Eng-
lish, Chung Chi College, Hong Kong. 
Taylor, Nancy - Geographer, Stop 
and Shop, Cambridge. Summer : Stu-
dent, Secretarial Studies, Radcliffe 
Summer Secretarial School, Cambridge. 
MA.JOR STUDENTS IR GEOLOGY 
Rinse, Harriet - Assistant Editor, 
Geology Science Abstracts, American 
Geological Inst~tute, Washingt9n, D. C. 
MAJOR ST1JPENTS IR GERMAJf 
Ashley, June (Mrs. L. Michael Hager) 
- Teacher of · Germany, University of 
Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia. 
Holway, Barbara - Student, German 
Literature, University of Munich, 
Munich, Germany. Summer: Traveler 
in Europe. 
MAJOR STVDEIITI IX GREEK 
Christensen, Mary (Mrs. Jean Louis 
Gautier) - Student, Greek, Sorbonne, 
Paris, France. 
Hinckley, Lois - Teacher of Latin, 
Dana Hall School Wellesley Student, 
Latin, Wellesley College, Wellesley. 
Rich, Rona - Student, Secondary 
Education (Latin), Harvard Graduate 
School of Education, Cambridge. . · 
Robinson, Abby .- Student, Second-
ary Education (English), H~vard Grad-
WHAT'S 
NEW 
IN THE MAY 
ATLANTIC? 
" The Squeeze on the Liberal Uni-
versity" by J. Douglas Brown: Can 
the liberal university survive i n a 
climate of bigness, d iversity, and 
specialization? And what values 
would be lost i f we succumbed to the 
concepts of the multiversities? 
"Liebling, Libel, and the Press": 
Louis M. Lyons d iscusses the respon-
sibility of the press, the threat to the 
freedom of the press from libel su its, 
and inadequate t raining of reporters. 
"The Computers of Tomorrow": 
Martin Greenberger analyzes the ex-
tent to which computers will reach 
into our da i ly. lives. 
PLUS : "The Mad Strangler of 
Boston" by Erie Stanley Gardner, 
"Tokyo and the Olympics", "People 
on Fire : The Congo" and 
"A Rough Map of Greece". 
What happens when 
an outstanding staff 
of editors sets out 
to produce_a maga-
zine of the highest 
academic and cul-
tural interest? You'll 
know when you read 
The Atlantic . In 
each issue you'll 
find fresh new 
ideas, exciting lit· 
..,. erary techniques, 
keen analyses of 
current affairs and 
a high order of criti· 
cism. Get your copy 
today. 
uate School of Education, Cambridge. 
Summer: Writer, Altman Productions, 
Inc .. Washington, D. C. 
MAJOR ITVDEJn'S Dl HUITORY 
Axelrod, Judith - Student, Medi-
cine, Cornell University, New York 
City, 
:Bacher, Mary Louise- Student, So-
cial Work, Fordham University, New 
York City. Summer: Case Aide, Spence-
Chapin Adoption Service, New York 
City. , 
Bailey, Kendall- Substitute Mother 
for Mr. N. T. Bennett, American Em-
bassy, Psychico, Athens, Greece. 
Barnard, Sara - Student, Secondary 
Education (History), Yale University, 
New Haven, Connecticut. 
Brackett, Helen - Corresponder, 
American Field Service, New York 
City. 
Brickman, Carol (Mrs. Gerald David 
Rosen) - Student, Secondary Educa-
tion (History), Harvard Graduate 
School of Edl,lcation, Cambridge. 
Butts, Katherine - Teacher of High: 
School Science, Peace Corps, Philip-
pines. 
Callaway, Ann - Trainee,- Clinton 
E. Frank, Inc., Chicago, Illinois. Feb-
ruary, 1964: Student, European History., 
Northwestern University, Evanston, 
Illinois. Summer: Assistant, Harvard 
Heart Program, Cambridge. 
Cowles, Phoebe - Area Research 
Analyst, Central Intelligence Agency, 
Washington, D. C. Summer, Experiment 
in International Living, Egypt. 
Danielson, Christina - Student, Ele-
mentary Education, Columbia Univer-
sity Teachers College, New York City. 
Dildine, Marcia - Student, Histo-ry, 
Columbia University, New York City. 
Summer : College Board Member, 
Filene's, Boston 
Dowling, Angela - Assistant, Kugel, 
Stone and Company, Boston. 
Gilson, Susan (Mrs. Gerald Miller) 
- Student, Near Eastern Studies, 
Brandeis University, Waltham. 
Hadden, Diana - Student, Interna-
tional Politics, Sorbonne, Paris, France. 
Summer: Secretary. Senator Edward M. 
Kennedy, Washington, D. C. 
Hirsch, Rona - Student, Public Law, 
Government, Columbia University, New 
York and Assistant, University Book-
store (Part-time), Columbia University, 
New York City. Summer : Office Assist-
ant, Personnel Office, Department of 
State, Overseas Branch, Washington, 
D.C. 
Howe, Katherine (Mrs. Glenn Pres-
ton Strehle) -Library Assistant, Wid-
ener Library, Harvard University, Cam-
bridge. February, 1964: Student, Lib-
rary Science, Simmons College School 
of Library Science, Boston. 
Hutton, Virginia - Assistant to the 
Editor, Criterion Books, Inc., New York 
City. 
Isenberg, Carol - Student, History, 
Columbia University, New York City. 
Summer: Clerk, Workingmen's Co-
Operative Bank, Boston. 
Jones, Ellen - Administrative As-
sistant to Director, Castle Square Re-
location Project, Boston. 
Keller, Elizabeth - Assistant in 
Sociological Research 'Department, In-
stitute for Human Relations, New :York 
City. · 
Kornblith, Phyllis - Student, Sec-
ondary Education (Social Studies), Har-
vard Graduate School of Education, 
Cambridge. 
Lefkowitz, Helen- Student, History, 
Brandeis University, Waltham. Sum-
mer: Research Assistant, Dr. Janet 
Gelle, Wellesley College. 
Levine, Peggy - Student, History, 
Columbia University, New York City. 
SPECIALIZINC IN 
Passport Photos 
Plus Photos For 
Apptlc•tlons, Llcen~e~, etc. 
CUSTOM . PHOTO FRAMES 
BUBERT'S 
PHOTO SUPPLIES 
83 Central St., Wellesley 
CEdar 5·0620 
Summer: Student! Ruaatan and Ruuian Europe and Farm House Worker, Mrs. Board, Byck Brothers, Louisville. Ken-
History, Columba University, New Hobnan, Amsterdam, Holland. tucley. 
York City. . Whittum, Barbara - Student. Edu- KA.JOR IIT1Jl)EJn'a D1' 
Levitt, Marton (Mrs. J.erome Paul cation and History, Stanford Unlver- MA'I'JIEIIATICI 
Weiss) - Student, Hiatory Syracuse sity, Palo Alto C&lifomla. · Brown, Marsha - Reaearch A88ist-
University, Syracuse, New York. Sum- Willi&m80n, Sharon- Teacher Train- ant. Brown University. Providence, 
mer: Medical Secretary, Syrac:uae. New ina Program, Shady Hill &:hool, cam.;. Rhode Island. t:?ummer: Traveler in 
York. bridge. Summer: Studettt, J'.ducation, Europe. 
Lindeman, Barbara - Student, Sec- University of California. Berkeley, Coleman, l!'.sther - Student, Mathe-
ondary Education (History), Harvard California. matica1 .Montana State College, Boze-Graduate School of Education, Cam- S.BIOI' .Yeu Away_ man, Montana. Summer: Traveler in 
bridge. Ebelilll Ruth (Mrs. Lee J. Nuh) - Europe. . 
Lines, Kathryn - .Assistant Office Student (HiStOry), Columbia Teacher's Jackson, Frances - Associate Engt-
Manager, RecoJ'ding for the Blind, New College, New York City. Summer: Col- neer, Mathematics Analystt Lockheed-
Haven, Connecticut. Summer: Recorder lege Board Member, Bloomingdale's, California Company, Buroank, Call-
and Monitor, Recording for the Blind, New York City. fornia. 
New York City. MAJOR ST'{JJ)Elf'I"S IX l'I'ALIAX Rich, Lana - Resident Assistant 
Lotz Shirley - Student, Secondary Cain, Elizabeth - Substitute teacher (Part-time) Stanford University, Stan-
Education (History), George Washing- of languages, mathematics, geography~ ford, California. Student, Computer 
ton University, Washington, D. C. Overseas School, Rome, Italy. . Science (Part-time) Stanford Univer-
McCaslin, Ellen - Receptionist and Wenkert, Jeraldine- Special Inves- sity, Stanford, California. Summer: 
Secretary, Time, Inc., New York City. tigator Trainee, Department of Wel- Programmer, International Business 
Summer: Student, Typing and Short- fare, New · York City. Summer: Stu- Machines, Boston. 
hand, Duff's Iron City Business Insti- dent, Psychology, University of Bridge- Smiler, Helen- Student, Secondary 
tute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. port, Bridgeport, Connecticut and Education (Mathematics), Harvard 
McCune, Cynthia - Teacher, Ele- Volunteer in Pediatrics, Grace-New Graduate School of Education, Cam-
mentary, Karl C. Parrish School, Bar- Haven Hospital, New Haven, Connectt- bridge. 
ranquilla, Colombia. cut. Wholey, Susan - Staff Assistant, 
McGee, Susan - Intern Teacher, MAJOR ITUDEIITI IX LATDf New England Telephone and Telegraph 
English and Social Studies (Junior Helm, Jo Ann - Teacher of Latin, Company, Boston. 
High), Taipei American School, Twai- Acton High School, Acton, Massachu- MAJOR STUDENTS IR MUSIC 
wan, Formosa. Summer: Traveler in setts. Summer: Secretary, Accounting- Alexander, Luisa- Student, Italian 
Fiji Islands, New Zealand, Australia, By-Mail, Montoursville, Pennsylvania O . . ' 
Philippines. and Student, Education, Lycoming ontlnued on Page E~ght 
Middendorf, Alice - Assistant in College, Williamsport, Pennsylvania 
Circulation Department, Boston Athe- Herman, Natalie - Office Assistant, 
naeum, Boston. Office of the Registrar, Harvard Urn-
Millstone, Margaret (Mrs. Paul Isen- versity, Cambridge. Summer: Library 
man) - Student, Secondary Education· Assistant, Western New England Col-(History). Harvard Graduate School of lege, Springfield. ' 
Education, Cambridge. Lane, Nancy - Teacher of Latin 
O'Gorman, Kathleen - Secretary,< and Ancient History, LaUl!el School, 
Alumnae Office, Finch College, New Cleveland, Ohio. 
York City. Summer: Secretary, Attor- Simons, Marjorie - Student, Bee-
ney Fred Monroe, Orange County, New ondary Education (Clauics) Harvard 
York. Graduate School of Education, Cam• 
Ransdell, Jeanis- Supervisor, Glenn bridge. Summer: Member of Collete 
Engineering Services, Inc. Bethesda, 
Maryland. Summer, Baby Sitter, IP--------------.. 1,1 Friends of Family, Europe. 
Reitzel, Joan - Student, History, 
University of California, Berkeley, 
California. Summer: C:!erk,~ Telephone 
Order Board, Jordan .Maran Company, 
Boston. 
Shepard, Katherine - Assistant, 
Educational Films, Turkish Prehistoric 
Project, Oriental Institute, University 
of Chicago, Turkey. Summer: Traveler 
in Europe. 
PUTUaiNe A MOlT 
COMPLI'n NIWITAIID 
WEI.I.ESI.EY NEWS 
AGENCY, Inc. Showalter, Jean- Secretary, Double-day & Company, Inc., New 'York City. 
Summer: Student, Typing and Short-
hand, Radcliffe Secretarial School;· 567 Weshington St., Wellesley 
Cambridge. 
Stark, Nancy - Pension Trust 
Analyst, New England Mutual Life 
Insurance Company, Boston. Summer :' 
Student, Typing and Shorthand, Dyke 
Secretarial School, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Stein, Rachel - Trainee, McGraw-
Hill Publishing Company, Inc., New 
York City. 
Tourney, Elinor- Student, History, 
University of Chicago, Chicago · Illinois, 
Summer: Student, German, Washing-
ton University, St. Louts, Missouri. 
Valuchek, Lynn - Library Assistant, 
Rare Book Department, Cornell Uni-
versity, Ithaca, New York. 
·Vogt, Susan - Intern Teacher of. 
History, Taipei American School, Tai-
wan, Formosa. -summer: Traveler in 
DonnHOIJ Snacb 
School SawDes 
OVQ 21,000 PAPER-BACK 
BOOKS IN STOCK 
,._..,..... ~ ~···7 
'1', 
· You can now learn 
SHORTHAND 
in 8 weeks through 
SPEED WRITING 
Summer Class Begins on 
MONDAY, JUNE 22 
· Typewriting included 
Visit, write, or telephone Office for details 
Rochester Business Institute 
172 Clinton Ave., So. HA 6-0680 
~~· BURDETT 
COLLEGE 





IN 6 WEEKS 
Sod lot SuMIIt•r 
S.ulolt lull•ti11 
,......,.. co 7-7435 
160 .._.,.St., loston. Ma. 
GET THE NEW 
BIC "FINE POINT" 
-ONLY 25~! 
·This is really fine writing. 
Until today, only a spider 
could spin such a fine line. 
Now BIC invents a new "Fine 
Po int" pen that writes 
sharper, clearer, th inner l ines. 
HARVARD -WELLESLEY BIC "Fine Point" with "Dya· mite" Ball Point is guaran· 
teed* to wr ite f irst time every 
time because it 's tooled of the 
hardest metal made by man. CHARTER BUSES 
Buses leave Wellesley College June 3, return Sept. .22 
BOSTON-CHICAGO Round Trip $55.00 
a-osTON-DETROIT Round Trip $42.50 
BOSTON-WASH., D.C. Round Trip $25.00 
Ride air conditioned GREYHOUND buses, with 
reclining seats and lavatory. 
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS, WRITE "HARVARD-WELESLEY 
CHARTER BUSES", 4 HOLYOKE ST., CAMBRIDGE 38, OR PHONE AT 491-
1790. 
BIC is the world's finest writ· 
ing i nstrument: BIC never 
skips, BIC never clogs, BIC 
never smears. What a pair of 
pen pals: thin-writing BIC 
" Fine Point" with orange bar-
rel, only 25¢: standard line 
BIC Medium Point " Crystal," 
just 19¢. Both available with 
blue, black, green or red Ink. 
Made in the U.S.A. *For re· 
placement send pen to: 
WATERMAN·BIC PEN C.oRP. 
MILFORD, COftN. 
• I 
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Middlebury coneae Graduate Schoo~ Greens.lpan) - Teacher of Grade n, 
of Italian, Florence, Italy. Summer. p s #125 New York City CAMPUS 
Fridey, May 8 and Saturday, 
May 9. Bam presents Moliere's 
satire, Learned Ladies, in Alum, 
at 8:00p.m. 
Sunday, May 10. There will be 
after-dinner music at Munger. 
Monday, May 11. The History 
and Italian Departments will pre-
sent a lecture by Mr. Raymond 
Grew of Princeton on "Why Study 
the Risorgimento?" at 8:00 p.m. 
in Jewett Auditorium. 
Monday, May 11. There will be 
step-singing at 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesda.y, May 12. Blanche DePuy 
of the Spanish department will 
speak on "Spain's Pull on Ernest 
Hemingway," in the Pope Room 
at 4:40p.m. 
MUSIC 
Boris Goldovsky will direct and 
accompany a performance of M~ 
zart's comic opera, Oosi Fan Tutte, 
at 8:00 p.m. Friday May 8 in Jor-
dan Hall. The opera will be. fully 
staged and sung in Engish. 
On Saturday, May 9, Robert Syl-
vester, cello, and Samuel Sanders, 
piano, will perform sonatas from 
Beethoven, Debussy, and Prokofiev 
at 3:00 p.m. in the Gardner Mu-
seum. 
"Wellesley Night at the Pops" 
will take place Saturday, May 9. 
Tickets on sale at Info. Bureau. 
The New England Chamber So-
ciety, a teen-age performing or-
ganization, will present a concert 
on Sunday, May 10, of vocal and 
instrumental music. The public is 
invited to this free presentation 
in Jordan Hall. 
THEATER 
May 9 will be the last perform-
ances of King Lear and The Oom-
edy of Errors, by the Royal Shake-
speare Company at the Shubert 
Theater. 
Harvard's Sander's Theater pre-
sents a classical performance of 
AeschyLus' Oresteia-Agamemnon, 
The Libation Bearers, and The 
Eumenides on May 14, 15, and 16. 
Boston's Theater Company of-
fers two one-act plays by Harold 
Pinter, The Room and The Dumb-
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Hours 7 a.m. • 8 p.m. 
Community PlaJhouse 
WeiiHI., Hilla Cider J.OIM7 
J!:ftL r.l 7:41 MaiL Wecl. II aat. .. I 
Slltldap eo.L .... n ....... 
Now Showing Ends Sat., May 9 
Albert Finney, George Peppard, 
VIncent Edward•, Romy Schneider 
and Elke Sommer In 
"THE VICTORS" 
plus Academy Award Winner 
"THE CRITIC" 
Children's Show Sat. Aft., May 9 at 2 
"THE SON OF ROBIN HOOD" 
and CARTOONS 
Sun., Mon., Tues. May 10-11-12 
Laurence Olivier lD Wllllam 
Shake•peare'• "HENRY V" 
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat., May 13-16 
Be•t Ac:tor • Slclnl!o!' Poltler tn 
"LILLIES OF THE FIELD" 
al8o Paul Newman and 
Pab'lc:la Neal (Beat Actr ... ) 
In "HUD" 
Betty Field stars in Tennessee 
Williams' play, Glas& Menagerie 
at the Charles Playhouse. 
Betsy Palmer will perform in 
Roar Like a Dove, through May 
16, at the· WHbur. . 
Carol Burnett continues to rom:p 
in Fade Out, Fade In at the Co-
lonial '!beater through May 16. 
ART 
'lbe Community Art Center pre-
sents the works of four contem-
porary American photographers. 
Studies of Carl Chiarenza, Nicholas 
Dean, Stephen Gersh, and Paul 
Petrioooe will be on view through 
May 31. 
The Boston Museum of Fine Arts 
will present a series of four talks 
by members this weekend. On Sat-
urday, May 9, Mrs. Mildred Housen 
will ex,plain "20th Century Trends 
in Art" at 11:00 a.m., and Mr. J. 
Daniel Selig will speak on the 
"Changing Landscape in Painting'' 
at 2:00 pm. At 3:00 p.m., Sunday, 
May 10, Mr. Selig will elaborate 
"The Joining of the Arts of Arch· 
itecture and Painting", and Mrs. 
Housen will speak on "Surrealism 
in Painting and Sculpture," at t:OO 
p.m. 
Student, Scuola l!!sttva Italiana, Mid.. MAlOR BTUDEJIITS m PHILOSOPHY 
dleb1,U'Y Colleare, Middlebury, Vermont. Baker, Nancy - Studeni, German,. 
Brigham, Beryl - Student, Nursing, Goethe Institute, Munich, Germany. 
Columbia Presbyterian Nursinar School. Summer: Traveler in Europe. 
New York City. Summer: Student, Bickel, Blythe - Researcher, Ency-
Chemistry, Columbia University, New clopeclia Britannica, Research Service, 
York City. Cambridge. Summer: Teacher of Eng-
Cooper, Mary- Student, Elementar:v Ush, Shady Side Academy, Pittsburgh, 
Education. Harvard Graduate School of Pennsylvania. 
Education, Cambridare. (ConllDuecl llexl WHir) 
Emery, Swgn- A~~. NaU~ali-------------------------Securi~y Aarenc:r, Fort Meade, Mary- W B S land. Summer: Switchboard Operator, 
The A. H. Emery Company, New 
Canaan, Connecticut. H • hi• h Fahlund, Gretchen - student. Music 1g 1_g tS History, Yale University, New Haven, 
Connecticut. Summer: Student, Ger-
man, Harvard University, Cambridge. ' May 10-17' 
Garlington. Carol =- Secretary to SUNft.AY 2 45 SUNDAY A•T Mr. Liepmann, Massachusetts Institute .,, : : - .n. 
of TechnolOJD", Boston. Summer: stu- THE OPERA; Gilbert and Sullivan: 
dent, typing, Modem Business College, H M s p· f 
Missoula, Montana. · · · Ina ore 
Harrington, Anne - Student, Must- MONDAY: 4:30.5:00 SPECIAL 
eology, New York University, New EVENT 
~~~;lm.v~USW'~e~~~~i. ~::: 7:00-9:00 ORGY: Oldies but 
brt:~ck, Kathleen _ student, Must- Goodies with Your Shady Lady 
cology, University of DUnois Graduate TUESDAY: 7:00-9:00 FOLK 
Behool, Urbana, Illinois. Summer: Pro- TRADmON: The Sea Around Us fo~~~. Muzak c;:orporation, New 9:00-10:45 CONCERT HALL: 
Lord, Sarah - Student, Elementary Tchaikovsky 
=~~::g~: ~:rirrfd;:.aduate School of WEDNESDAY: 7:00-8:00 OFF 
Paige Jane - Reseuch Assistant, BEAT· Early Verdi' 
Rockeleher Center, Inc., New York · 
City. Summer: student, Typing, Short· 9:00-10:45 MUSIC 103: Stravin-
hand, Speedwritinf Secretarial School, sky 
• Ne:o~:~n71~~ah (Mrs. John Canning THURSDAY: 4:30-5:00 CAMPUS 
Quinn) - Servtce Trainee. Providence ACCENT: The Role of College 
Public Library, Providence, Rhode ltadio On Camps 
tt.rrlet Older and JHnnle Kitchen, both ..... '66, lntr1pldly 
INttle the relentlessly rushing stream I~ last Sunct.y's surpriM 
flood. 
Photo by Barbara Elden '118 
AUSTRIAN 
COMMEMORATIVE 
C 0 IN 5 
Five immortal composers 
Strauss, Mozart, Beethoven, Wag-
ner and Y erd i - in 22 gramm 
gold and 16 gramm silver. An 
official series minted by the 
..... ustrtan treasury. :>pecia.l offer: 
;,old cons 50 dollars apiece, sil-
ver, 10 dollars each. Ideal gift 
;·or the conn collector of music 
:.over. Send cash, check or 
ITioney order, specifying which 
composer to: VERSAND· 
lUELLE, Vienna, Stammersdor-
;ustrasse 133, Austria. Prompt 
delivery guaranteed, all postage 





BOX STORAGE AT 
RELIABLE MEANS 
Garments meticulously cleaned - Hung in our 
modem spacious fur storage vault for the summer. 
Buttons removed and replaced where necessary -
minor repairs done at no extra charge - clothes 
pressed and delivered to your donn ready to wear 
at your convenience. 
Low Price of 
$4.95 for $250.00 insurance 
additional insurance 2% of value 
Plus Regular Low Cleaning Charges 
~ely on Reliable 
Same Father & Son Management for over 35 years 
Order A Box Today 
RELIABLE CLEANERS 
25 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY 
Call 235-0179 •• 653-1531 
181and. 
Rosengard, Rose - Student, Musi- 5:00-5:30 SOUNDS OF GUITAR: 
eology, Columbia University, New York Everything 
City. Summer: General Assistant, Pea-
body Museum Library, Harvard Uni- 9:00-10:45 CLASSICAL SOUND: 
versity, Cambridge. T h 'k ky Saul, Susan - Student, Mathematics, C 81 OVS 
German, Columbia University, New FRIDAY: 4:30-5:30 MORE FOLK 
York City. Summer: Student, French, 7:00-11:00 ROBIN JAZZ 
Mathematics, Private Study. 
Uffelman, Nancy- Student, Mustc, SUNDAY: 2:45 SUNDAY AT 
Cleveland Institute of Music, Cleve- THE OPERA· V d' U B 11 I land, Ohio. Teacher of Flue, Cleveland • er 1: n a 0 n 
Institute of Music, Cleveland, Ohio. Maschera 
presenting two exclusive new 
WOMEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT ODD JACKETS 
tailored on our classic boys' models 
Here are two attractive, colorful new 
Odd Jackets that should prove most pop-
ular for casual wear. They are made to 
our exacting specifications in a bold blue-
and-white striped Arnel® triacetate and 
cotton blend ... and of hand-woven cotton 
India Madras in predominantly blue or 
red colorings. Sizes 6 to 18. 
Odd Jacket of Striped Arne~ and Cotton, $27; 
of Hand-Woven Cotton India Madras, $28.50 




llrn:s ~ 'oys· furnishin~s. Hats~ 3bots 
346 MADISON AVE., COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017 
46 NEWBURY, COR. BERKELEY ST., BOSTON, MASS. 02116 
PITTSBURGH • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES 
